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Update from -03 to -04 of draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-mib

1. Editorial updates (shortened the draft by several pages)

2. Added information identifying objects requiring non-volatile storage within the DESCRIPTION clause of some objects

3. Updated to NHDP draft version 12
Update from -03 to -04 of draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-mib

4. Changed type of several objects in the MIB

5. Removed link-quality object for performance reasons

6. Removed references to SMF- and OLSRv2-MIB
TODOs for draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-mib

- Have MIB-doctors check the draft
- Are DEFVALs required for NHDP parameters?
- Define thresholds for NHDP notifications

- Ask for feedback from implementers
Update from -01 to -02 of draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2-mib

1. Editorial updates (shortened the draft by several pages)
2. Made coherent with NHDP-MIB
3. Cleaned up errors
4. Added Security Considerations section
Update from -01 to -02 of draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2-mib

5. Updated "Relations to other MIBs" section

6. Added Notifications section (but no notifications defined yet)

7. Changed type of several objects in the MIB (for timers)

8. Added information identifying objects requiring non-volatile storage within the DESCRIPTION clause of some objects
TODOs for draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2-mib

- Have MIB-doctors check the draft
- Define notifications

- Ask for feedback from implementers